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11.  CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 
  MANAGEMENT (CRM) 

11.1 Introduction 

The Customer Relationship Management (CRM) module in Tracker enables you to 

manage the customer relationship, by: 

• recording all contact to/from clients, such as: 

− inbound phone calls 

− outbound phone calls 

− faxes 

− emails 

• building up a client history 

• accessing essential customer data from one place 

• providing a mechanism to show the sales funnel, which gives a numerical 

impression of: 

− calls 

− leads 

− sales 

− invoices. 

Most of the activity in the CRM module is focused on the CRM Dashboard. This 

screen brings together all the relevant customer data in one place. Easy access to the 

CRM Dashboard and other features, wherever you are in Tracker, is provided by the 

CRM Toolbar. It can also be displayed from the Client Management menu. 

This chapter explores the following aspects of the CRM module: 

• who will use the CRM module, and how 

• the layout of the CRM Dashboard 

• how to access the CRM Toolbar 

• different ways to log a call 

• how to schedule follow-up action 

• how to check the actions due 

• how to record an action done. 
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11.2 Who will use the CRM module? 

There are many ways in which the CRM module can be used as it brings together a 

variety of customer-related data recorded elsewhere in Tracker. A few scenarios can 

serve to show the range of roles that may make use of the CRM module: 

• Sales Person 
A Sales Person would use this facility to log all sales activity with a client. As 

they make calls they would log the details and schedule any follow-up activities. 

They might make use of the filter, set to ‘Today’, to help them process today’s 

follow-up activities. 

• Account Manager 

As an Account Manager is responsible for particular clients, they could filter the 

display on the CRM Dashboard to show activity for a selected client only. All 

logged details would then be to hand when talking to the client. 

• Sales Director 
A Sales Director would probably want to examine the sales funnel to assess the 

activity and volume of quotes and sales. They would therefore be interested in 

the figures on the right-hand side of the CRM Dashboard, particularly the Calls, 

Leads and Sales figures in the top three boxes. 

• Operations Director 
The bottom two boxes on the right-hand side of the CRM Dashboard would be of 

interest to an Operations Director as they give an indication of the volume of 

work going on, work completed and invoices generated. 

• Finance Director 
A Finance Director would also be interested in the bottom two boxes on the 

right-hand side of the CRM Dashboard, as the lower part of the sales funnel 

would enable them to assess work in progress and uninvoiced work. 
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11.3 Exploring the layout of the CRM Dashboard 

The CRM Dashboard is the main screen of the CRM module and can be used to show 

a wide range of customer-related information. Its main areas are described below. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sales Funnel  

The Sales Funnel is displayed on the right-hand side of the screen. It shows figures for 

today, this week, this month and this year for the following: 

• Calls: Calls made in a general sense, ie these could be telephone calls, email 

messages etc. These figures give an indication of sales activity. 

• Leads: A number and a value are given to provide a measure of quotations. 

• Sales: The numbers and values shown here reflect either the projects or the 

customer orders booked into Tracker.  

• Invoices: The numbers and values shown here indicate the invoices logged 

through Tracker. 

� By default, the Sales figures are based on project records. This can be changed by 

setting an option in Tracker. Contact Start Software if you would like this option 

changed. 

The Sales Funnel 

Shortcut buttons 

Actions Done & 

Actions Due 

Filters for Actions 
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Values are only displayed in the Sales Funnel if you have the appropriate access rights 

(determined by your login details). The values can provide meaningful information for 

your business, for example, the difference between the Sales Value for the Year and 

the Invoices Value for the Year gives a rough figure for Work In Progress + 

Uninvoiced Work. 

You can drill down to a breakdown of the displayed figures by double-clicking on any 

box. For example, double-clicking on the box showing the month’s invoicing figure 

might display a breakdown similar to the following: 

 

Shortcut buttons 

The shortcut buttons provide quick jumps to information that you might find useful 

during contact with a client. For example while on the phone to a client you might find 

it useful to check quotation details. The shortcut buttons perform the following 

functions: 

• Log Call – displays the Quick Log Call window in which you can record details 

of contact with a client. 

• New Quote – opens the Quotations window, with a new record displayed for you 

to enter the details of a new quotation. 

• Open Quotations – opens the Browse Quotations window showing a list of open 

quotations to help you follow up your quotations. 

• Orders – takes you directly to the Customer Orders window. 

• Open Projects – takes you directly to a list of open projects on the Projects 

window. 

Actions Done and Actions Due 

Actions Done and Actions Due take up the main portion of the CRM Dashboard. The 

actions refer to any type of contact with a client. By using the Filters for Actions, you 

can display the required set of actions in the Actions Due box at the top of the 

Dashboard. As you deal with an action, you enter text to describe your action then 

click the Done button. The action is then transferred to the Actions Done box, 

displayed at the bottom of the Dashboard. 
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Filters for Actions 

The Filters allow you to display the required set of actions in the Actions Due and 

Actions Done boxes. You can filter on the following fields: 

• Type – refers to the type of action, such as Outbound Call 

• Date – lets you display actions due at specific time, such as Today, Tomorrow or 

Yesterday 

• By – lets you select actions that are scheduled for a specific person 

• Client – filters the actions to show only those for the selected client. 

You may, for example, only be interested in actions that you personally are due to 

perform. If so, you could use the By field to select your name and perhaps also set the 

Date field to Today so that only actions due by you, today, are displayed. 

11.4 Using the CRM Toolbar 

The CRM Toolbar is always present on your Tracker screen, normally floating in the 

bottom left-hand corner.  

 

It provides easy access to the CRM features. In particular, the three buttons perform 

the following: 

•  – displays the Quick Log Call window on which you can log calls and 

record all contact with clients 

•  – opens the CRM Dashboard which pulls together essential customer data 

•  – opens the Client screen so that you can access all client details. 

11.5 Logging a call 

To make full use of the CRM Dashboard all contact with clients should be logged. The 

easiest way to do this is to make a log of all calls made and received. Calls, here, 

refers to all forms of contact with a client, such as inbound phone calls, outbound 

phone calls, faxes, emails etc. 

To log a call: 

1.  Click the Log Call button on the CRM Dashboard if this is open, or click the first 

button on the CRM Toolbar: 
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The Quick Log Call window is displayed. 

 

2.  Select a description of the type of call from the drop-down list on the Action 

Type field. 

If the description you require is not displayed, you can type one in. Your entry 

will subsequently be available for selection from the list. 

3.  Complete as many of the fields as possible in the Linked To section of the 

window to record cross-references for the call. These include the following: 

• Client 

• Client Contact 

• Quotation 

• Order 

• Project 

• Site. 

The more fields you can enter, the richer the resulting data will be. This means 

that you will be able to search for the call in many different ways. 

4.  Complete the Call Details section of the window to provide a brief description of 

the content or purpose of the call. 

Today’s date is automatically displayed in the Date Done field and your name is 

displayed in the By field. You can change this if necessary. Type your 

description in the Details field. 

5.  Click the Save button to log the call. 

� Refer to Section 11.6, Scheduling follow-up action, for details on how to log the call and also 

schedule follow-up action. 
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11.6 Scheduling follow-up action 

At the time of logging a call, you may want to specify follow-up actions that result 

from the call. For example, if a client has called to discuss changes to a quotation, they 

may require a return call to provide them with revised costings. You can record the 

follow-up action required by clicking a button on the Quick Log Call window. 

The follow-up action is subsequently available as an Action Due on the CRM 

Dashboard. 

To schedule follow-up action: 

1.  Record the call details as normal on the Quick Log Call window. 

� Refer to Section 11.5, Logging a call, for details on how to log a call. 

2.  Instead of clicking the Save button which simply logs the call, click the Save & 

Schedule Follow-Up Action button at the bottom of the Quick Log Call window. 

The Call Follow-Up window is displayed. 

 

Details of the previous call are displayed on the window. 

3.  Record the details of the required follow-up action. These details should include: 

• Action Type – what type of follow-up action is required 

• Date Due – when the follow-up should happen 

• By – who should perform the follow-up action 

• Details – a description of what action is required. 

4.  Click the Save button to log the follow-up action. 
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11.7 Checking the Actions Due 

Checking the Actions Due consists of setting filters on the CRM Dashboard to display 

and check through any follow-up that may have been assigned to you or your team. 

To check your Actions Due: 

1.  Display the CRM Dashboard by clicking on the second button on the CRM 

Toolbar: 

 

The CRM Dashboard is displayed: 

 

2.  Set the filters at the top of the window to show the required set of actions in the 

Actions Due and Actions Done boxes: 

• Type – sets the type of action, such as Outbound Call 

• Date –displays actions due at specific time, such as Today, Tomorrow or 

Yesterday 

• By –selects actions that are scheduled for a specific person 

• Client – filters the actions to show only those for the selected client. 
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The Actions Due that match your filters are displayed. 

 

The Reset and Refresh buttons to the right of the filters enable you to: 

• Refresh – apply the filters again, this is useful if multiple users are working 

on the system at the same time 

• Reset – clear the filters that you have previously set. 

3.  Scroll through the actions displayed in the Actions Due box and respond to them 

as necessary. 

� Refer to Section 11.8, Recording an Action Done, for details on how to log your responses to 

Actions Due. 

11.8 Recording an Action Done 

As you check through the Actions Due, you can perform the task required and transfer 

the action to the Actions Done list. 

To record an Action Done: 

1.  Display the required set of actions on the CRM Dashboard. 

2.  Carry out the required Action Due. 

3.  Type notes in the text box to describe your response to the Action Due. 

The following example screen shows an Action Due relating to a previous call. 

The client called to ask for a price for a PC. The response entered is ‘Gave him 

price £450 + VAT, in stock’. 
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4.  Click the Done button on the left of the Action Due. 

The action is transferred to the Actions Done list. 

 

 


